EVALUATION OF THE 4th COMENIUS MEETING

TOPIC
Working sessions and business
related activities and visits

POSITIVE ASPECTS
-

-

Social activities: meeting
with families and students,
party time etc.

-

-

DETAILS TO IMPROVE FOR
COMING VISITS

Mixed groups
Visiting different factories => very professional tours
The working sessions were so cool because we were with
other students so we could practice English and talk with
the other students. We also enjoyed presenting our work
dealing with entrepreneurship to other students
We have discovered different things about the other
countries’ businesses.
The visits have been very interesting
It was amazing to work in a group with different
nationalities
I enjoyed working in a group with people from other
countries and knowing their way of thinking
We could discuss and find different solutions

-

Much free time
The families were friendly
The food was good
Interesting monuments and sights all over the city
The parents were really nice with us and we had a very
good time all together with the European students. We
enjoyed having free time with the other students.
We had a great party together, and it was fantastic: we
had dinner and we danced.
We have visited the most important parts of the city and
cities, so we have learnt a lot. The time with our partners
has been the best. We have enjoyed every moment

-

-

-

Italian was spoken at some points –
that made the communication a
little hard
Maybe we could have done more
work all together
We should have had more
information about the companies
and their work first, to make it easy
to understand.

So many people thought that we
were a lot of time on the bus, but
we all agree that it was worth going
to the different visits and meetings.
We needed more time to see
Brescia
Some students made small groups
and stayed apart

Accommodation in Brescia

-

During the trips started real friendships with other
students

-

Very nice families: everything was perfect
The houses and flats were so nice. We felt really good in
our accomodations. Our partners gave us their beds.
That was so kind.
We have met the families and we have learnt a bit
Italian. Thank you so much for your kind welcome and
the great time we have spent together.
I had a great week with my partner, we did everything
together
Yes ‐ because the differences aren’t as big as we thought.
We spoke other languages than ours (for example
English and Spanish).
It was good to meet new people.
Now we feel more connected!
We were able to discover how Italian people live.
We discovered more about their tradition and we
noticed the Italian eat more than us
We realised that we share a lot of values and tastes with
other european students. We made new friends
throughout Europe. And we are proud to be european.
Yes, of course. In Italy, we have realized that the country
is very similar to our, we have a lot of interests in
common. Now, we feel more European.
Yes, I think the project helped me to understand that
we have to study if we want to travel around Europe
Maybe one day we could open a start‐up in a foreign
country
Yes, with this project I’ve known another country and
learnt different traditions
I have more respect towards foreign people, no matter
where they come from

-

-

Has the mobility helped you
understand and intensify the
European (Comenius) feeling?
Do you feel more European
now?

-

-

-

-

-

We would have liked to spend more
time with the families.
Some houses were so far from the
city center.
We were in different areas, far from
other partners and it was difficult to
meet them
I think our partners were scared
about the dirt in our town

What do you think about
the advertisements created
for each business?

-

Proposals for future mobilities

-

More social events like the great party at the last night

General evaluation of the Italian
mobility

-

Everything was perfect! It was a really nice time, thank
you for having us!
The trip was really really good. We met great people and
we think it was a fabulous experience for each one of us.
Italian people are really generous and cheerfull.
It has been a perfect trip with people from four different
countries. We have met our Italian partners again, we
have met new people and families and the city was really
good.
The final objective is accomplished, we think. Now we
are sure that we could find a job or become our own
boss in any European country.

-

-

-

-

We think the German students did a great job for their
business.
We worked on the spanish project and we developed a
blog, a facebook, a video advertisment. Others worked
on the german project and did a newspaper article to
complete what they had already done.

-

We had not had time enough to
spend with all the people in Italy, we
wanted two weeks more at least!

